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This newsletter invites members, followers and friends to our next
meeting in London. Full details are on the enclosed flyer. Importantly,
at the moot, is the Annual General meeting of the Society. The Society
belongs to it's members and everyone is welcome – and invited – to
take part, no-matter where they are. With modern day electronic
communications nobody need to be left out.
At present the committee has space for new people who may have new
ideas of where the Society is heading and what new goals it can
achieve. Because of modern communications we don't have to meet in
person that often (though it's very good to!) so it is easy wherever you
are. It may also be time to assess to current distribution of this
newsletter!
Also included in this edition may be a subscription reminder for your
membership. This now covers four editions of the newsletter, rather
than an annual subscription. Mainly because the publication date of this
newsletter may be occasionally irregular as it is produced on a
voluntary basis. The committee considered this to be a fairer way of
maintaining subscriptions. Especially as renewals are not pro-rata but
full from the time of membership with sufficient latitude as is
reasonable. The fee is still £15 for UK/EU subscriptions and £20 for
household membership. As a matter of current policy this is kept as low
as possible. It has been frequently suggested that it should be increased
to cover a more up-market presentation (administration, production ,
distribution etc) of the Society. However it's felt the current cost
retains availability for virtually all incomes. We are also looking for
possibilities of providing the newsletter online but so far a working
model has not presented itself. - Maybe more points for the Annual
General Meeting?
We're always looking out for articles for inclusion, as long as they're
interesting, relevant and legal they will be considered for printing.
Events, artwork, news, experiences are also greatly appreciated. And
more so - Ideas! Hope to see you at the AGM!
AB

11:00 AM 30/04/2016
Dissenters Chapel
Kensal Green.
London. NW10 5JX.
AGENDA
1. Welcome and Notices received
2. Acceptance of last AGM minutes.
3. Matters arising.
4. Officers reports including financial statement
5. Election of Committee
6. Any other business.
7. Close
If you have any questions or notices or wish to assist the committee please contact the
Secretary as soon as possible prior to the meeting. The Secretary should also be informed of
any representations for proxy on specific issues.
Details of Moot are enclosed with travel and accommodation information.
Society of Leyhunters.
WWW.LEYHUNTERS.CO.UK
Admin: leyhunter@leyhunters.co.uk
Editorial: news@leyhunters.co.uk
Secretary : Adrian Hyde, 7. Mildmay Road
Romford, Havering, Essex. RM7 7DA
Telephone: +44 (0) 1 708 732362
Ordnance Survey License : 100053622
Subscription (EU) £15,(£20 household). NonEU £20

John Michell Symposium 2016: The Earth Spirit
Author John Michell (1933-2009) was a geometer, neo-antiquarian and visionary, best known for
his writings on leys and landscape, ancient metrology, Fortean phenomena and Plato’s Atlantis.

Sponsored by Temenos Academy
Sat. 25 June 10:00am - 5:00pm
The Art Workers’ Guild, 6 Queen Square, London WC1N 3AT
£50/£45 concessions; £25 students (limited number)
Talks/ presentations, coffee & tea, plus short films if time permits
Tickets: Stephen Overy, gen@temenos.myzen.co.uk, (01233) 813 663
Arthur Versluis: professor & dept. chair of Religious Studies, MSU
David Fideler: musician & author of Restoring the Soul of the World
Tom Bree: artist & PhD on the geometry of English cathedrals, PSTA
Caroline Wise: editor Finding Elen: The Quest for Elen of the Ways
Andrew Collins: author of Gobekli Tepe: Genesis of the Gods
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Surrey's Ritual Landscape
Mike Peer
In 1971 a friend introduced me to the concept of ley lines and I was instantly
hooked. It appealed to my love of archaeology and, as a land surveyor, of maps.
Of course at that time I had no idea that the subject was anathema to the
archaeological establishment. Having a good selection of one inch to the mile
Ordnance Survey maps I spent many happy hours with ruler and pencil drawing
lines between ancient monuments and churches. Although most of were
inconclusive I noted that some of the alignments appeared to radiate from a
central point, often a church in a town centre, and this caused me to wonder if it
were possible to discover lines radiating at intentional angles or directions. I also
noticed that some sites were at certain distances from these centres, enabling
circles to be drawn passing through several points thus hinting at the possibility
of a common measure of distance.
After a while I had so many lines and circles drawn over my chosen area of West
Surrey that it was obvious that I was getting nowhere and it became clear that
playing about on one inch maps was a complete waste of time. This scale is far
too small and inaccurate to attain any acceptable degree of accuracy. The
relevant detail, such as churches or tumuli are symbolised and therefore are not
necessarily in their true position; for example, a church in a fork of a road
junction may be shown many metres back from the junction in order to fit the
conventionalised symbol on to the map, for this reason I have found a barrow on
the edge of a group of tumuli to be some forty metres out of position. Not only is
the detail inaccurate for the purposes of research, it is also in short supply. All
churches are shown but, in the area I have chosen to research, there were many
tumuli and other ancient sites omitted. Taking these factors into consideration it
is evident that one cannot hope to get an accuracy of any greater than a band of
about 25 metres wide. This is nowhere near the tolerance acceptable for any
serious investigation.
Deciding that I needed to determine, if possible, whether it was all hogwash,
which seemed at that time to be increasingly possible, or whether there was
really something to be discovered, I needed an area to concentrate on. The area
which appeared most interesting on the one inch maps was around my home
town of Guildford. Therefore I purchased enough two and a half inch to the mile
maps to cover an area centred on Guildford from Farnham in the west; Dorking
in the east, Woking in the north; and Horsham in the south, covering an area of
some twenty miles by twelve. This area being about as large as was practical
working on a full size drawing board.
Once the area of interest was decided upon the next task was to list all the
possible relevant sites. All known prehistoric sites; all pre-reformation religious
sites; and all other historic sites. Also some landscape features which may have
alignment possibilities. The total of listed sites reached 80. The Ordnance Survey
co-ordinates were listed as an excel spreadsheet and columns added to allow
various tasks, such as plans, photographs, research, and other jobs, to be ticked
off once completed.
The paper maps were glued together to form a composite. Upon transferring the
lines from the one inch to the two and a half inch maps it became clear that some
of the alignments were not acceptable to the new limits of tolerance, but what
was more interesting was that other lines appeared to be an excellent fit. I spent
several months with this map, researching and visiting all the relevant sites,
these included all tumuli and pre-historic sites, and all pre-reformation churches
and chapels, wondering at the possibility that they may have superseded preChristian religious sites. But, at this scale, the detail was still
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very small, churches still being symbolised, but the alignments and the
relationship of sites that were emerging were intriguing enough to justify the
expense of transferring the findings on 1-10560 scale representing six inches to
the mile, commonly known as six inch maps. A far higher degree of accuracy
could now be achieved but there were still problems. One is that paper is not a
stable base, being subject to small amounts of expansion and contraction.
Another is the curvature of the earth, the map being a flattened portion of a
sphere. Over a distance of ten miles, running east to west, a small deviation will
be found, meaning that a straight alignment would be very slightly curved when
drawn upon an Ordnance Survey map. The deviation is far less North to South,
indeed it is zero on the central meridian of the Transverse Mercator projection,
on which the Ordnance Survey is based. This meridian is two degrees west of
Greenwich, roughly a line from Bournemouth to Berwick-on-Tweed. And a third

Geological map showing the Wey gap south to north through Guildford and the chalk ridge of the
North Downs (pale green) running east to west.

problem is that the maps are not as accurate as many people think. The largest
scale Ordnance Survey map is 1-1250 but this only covers urban areas. The scale
covering rural areas is 1-2500. At this scale the Ordnance Survey do a grand job
but much of the information is derived from very old editions and it is not unusual
for errors of several metres to be found, for example, the area of Crooksbury
Common appears to have been updated using aerial photography, but the two
tumuli hidden beneath the trees are not visible from the air and so remain in the
same position as on the old County editions with the result that although the
surrounding tracks are accurately positioned the barrows are five metres to the
north west of the surveyed position. Although the errors at the larger scales can
be several metres for hedgerows, water courses, boundaries, etc. it is seen that
the errors in solid structures, such as churches, in general do
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not exceed one and a half metres.
Eventually a composite of six inch to the mile maps was glued together covering
my area of research measured some nine feet long by five feet wide. Although I
had my own drawing office at home with a four feet wide drawing board this
composite was unmanageable and became increasingly creased and dog-eared.
At this time I had a pattern of alignments centred on Guildford comprised mainly
on five rays radiating from Whitmoor Barrow – the outer rays being almost
exactly one hundred degrees apart; the inner rays being sixty degrees apart; and
the central ray pointing roughly south.
In 1981 I had a long letter published in ‘The Ley Hunter’ magazine criticizing
current standards of research and suggesting some outlines for new more
acceptable criteria. I requested correspondence from anyone working along
similar lines and eventually received a letter from Edward Collier of Ludlow in
Shropshire who was using an early home computer to analyse grid references to
locate alignments. A lengthy correspondence ensued culminating in a computer
analysis of all known ancient sites within the selected area. The most striking
aspect of this branch of research was the difference in our approaches to the
same problem. A computer programmers approach is primarily statistical, with
the nature of the site, its archaeological significance and its topography, being of
secondary interest. But I felt that although a computer analysis maybe be
desirable in the first instance for a large area, such as a county, it was too
objective for a small area; it did not allow for the varying data as applied to
different types and sizes of site when working to a large scale. For example: it is
possible to obtain the co-ordinates of a round barrow to within a metre or two
(providing the location is precisely checked on site), whereas a church assumed
to be on an ancient site, may be of considerable size, inside a yard of
considerably greater size. It is evident from known instances of barrows
occurring near churches that the original point of interest may be anywhere
within the consecrated area, and sometimes without. The obvious conclusion
from the above – that only sites contemporary to the period being investigated
should be used as primary data leads inevitably to the problem of site relevance,
perhaps the greatest and most valid criticism of the theory put forward by
detractors of the theory.
Looking back this was probably the turning point; the decision was made to take
this research seriously and so a programme of work was formulated. This fell into
three broad divisions. Firstly; the gathering of relevant data from available
sources, the most important being the archives of the Surrey Archaeological
Society (SAS) in the library of Guildford Museum. Secondly; the indoor tasks of
plotting and calculating. And thirdly; field walking, photographing and surveying.
Not until this programme was substantially complete would I begin the most
difficult task of interpreting, drawing and writing. Firstly to the museum. The
prehistoric sites as listed in the Ancient Monuments catalogue and all locations
of known prehistoric activity in the selected area were collected from the Surrey
Archaeological Collections and plotted onto the six-inch maps. Added to this were
all the pre-reformation churches listed in Pevsner’s guide to Surrey. The
information obtained was compared with the previously discovered alignments.
Of the 21 churches known to be ancient nearly half had some significance. The
list of prehistoric monuments was more impressive; of eleven known no less than
eight were on alignments. I started the mathematical analysis with the rays.
Firstly I had a large computer generated protractor printed onto stable drawing
film. On the 1-10560 scale plan I was able to obtain reasonably accurate initial
data upon which to base the preliminary plot.
As the rays were lying on ten degree divisions of a circle this number was used
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as the relevant factor and it was found that the error meaned out over the 100
degree span of the outer rays to only half a degree. Using this information a set
of map co-ordinates were calculated for every 9.95 degrees ray from east to west,
and at intervals of 3600 feet, a unit refined from research, (later named by me as
the Druid Mile as a convenient handle) down each ray from the base point of
Whitmoor Barrow accurate to one metre. For the required degree of accuracy it
is absolutely essential to use co-ordinates, by having a precise map reference for
every point of interest all the errors probable when drawing lines by hand are
ruled out. They enable one to see where each point falls and thereby make the
necessary fine adjustments to the angles and distances. The one error
remaining, that of earth curvature, is very slight over the short distances involved
here.
The accuracy of the alignments at this scale at last convinced me that
coincidence was being stretched to its very limit considering the precision of
some alignments. The most important
Relevant data only on computer screen.
step towards attaining greater
accuracy was obviously to eliminate as
far as possible the vagaries of paper,
so a one kilometre grid to match that
on the Ordnance Survey composite
was drawn by a computer controlled
plotting machine onto a sheet of stable
plastic drawing film. This was then
laid over the six-inch map and the
relevant detail carefully traced into its
respective grid squares to produce a
plan of the area showing only the
selected sites. A steel straight edge
was then used to
transfer the alignments onto the film. Surprisingly the lines became even more
precise, passing through the centres of churches and tumuli. A church may not
be directly over the original sacred site; there are several instances of churches
being constructed alongside barrows or
Whitmoor Tumulus zoomed in on computer screen.
standing stones, and where a church stands
within a circular yard with its possibility of
being based on a circle of stones or posts,
the building may not be sited over the
centre, therefore it is difficult to set out a
strict criteria of accuracy for the
acceptability of alignments. I tried to stick to
this simple rule: The line should pass within
the physical limits of the site as shown on
the Ordnance Survey largest scale data. In
the case of churches this means through the
yard but it is much preferred that the
alignment pass through
the fabric of the building. This is will be expanded upon later.
The above photographs demonstrate how the database in the computer is not
restricted by size. This is the base point for the bearing alignments. Note that it
can hardly be seen in the top picture demonstrating that this work could not be
achieved without a computer.
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Mor e s pec i f i c i nf or mat i on and det ai l s des c r i bi ng anal y t i c met hods wi l l
be i n f
ut ur e newsl et t er s .
I f y ou hav e any obs er v at i ons or c omment s about t hi s , t he aut hor c an be c ont ac t ed
v i a t hei r bl og- s i t e whi c h c ov er s muc h of
t hi s r es ear c h and mor e at
www. mi ke pe e r . c o m
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Old Wardour Castle and Stonehenge
There appear to be some strange connections between the fourteenth century
Old Wardour Castle and ancient stone circle Stonehenge. The following series of
pages describe these possible connections. They could all just be coincidences or
there could be a good reason for them. You can decide.

Old Wardour
Castle
Overview
The construction of Old Wardour
Castle began in 1393 during the
reign of Richard II. It was built for
John, the fifth Lord Lovell, a patron
of the arts. The architect was
probably William of Wynford a
Master Mason who worked at
Winchester Cathedral. Design based
on geometry (the hexagon and
square).

Photo copyright: Geoff Bath

Stonehenge
Overview
An arrangement of standing stones and
earthworks constructed in several stages
culminating in the Sarsen Circle between
2000 BC and 1800 BC. Its true purpose is
unknown but many theories have been put
forward. The stones are aligned to the
summer solstice.
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The First Connection - Location
The first connection I discovered that links Old Wardour Castle and Stonehenge
are their locations.
As part of the investigation into alignments of ancient sites Norman Lockyer and
Alfred Watkins noted that Stonehenge is part of a line of ancient monuments
stretching from the Charlton Clumps to the Clearbury Ring and beyond. This
alignment also includes the ancient fort of Old Sarum and the Medieval Salisbury
Cathedral. Commonly referred to as leys or ley lines, these lines connecting hill
forts and ancient sites can be found all over the country. If they were created by
ancient people their origin and purpose is not known.
Another line of hill forts stretches from the Sidbury Camp down to the Castle
Ditches. It was when I extended this line to the south-west I found that it crossed
the site of Old Wardour Castle. The distance between Stonehenge and Old
Wardour Castle is approximately 15 miles as the crow flies.
The diagram below shows these lines.

It was obvious that Old Wardour Castle required further investigation.

The Second Connection – Alignment
Old Wardour Castle is one of only a hand-full of medieval castles that are built to
a geometrical plan. The main body of the castle is hexagonal in shape and has a
hexagonal courtyard at its centre. To the front of the castle is a rectangular block
with two tall towers. Other castles with a regular geometrical plan include
Bodiam and Nunney, but Old Wardour is unique in its design. Even the curtain
wall of the castle is partially hexagonal.
Aerial photographs of the castle seemed to show that the orientation of the front of the castle was to the
north-east. There are two large windows on the front of the castle that provide light to a large hall
probably used for banquets and entertaining. This alignment to the north-east seemed strange as more
light could be obtained by aligning the castle to the south. Their alignment to the
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north-east would only have let in direct sunlight at the sun's extreme range - the
Summer Solstice.
Referring back to the diagram of Old Wardour's location relative to Stonehenge
it appeared that the alignment of the castle was pointing up the line to
Stonehenge.

Stonehenge Alignment
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Old Wardour Castle Alignment

A comparison of the alignments, shows that the alignment of Old Wardour Castle
is slightly to the south compared to Stonehenge. It has been difficult to obtain an
accurate measurement of this angle as I have three plans and all disagree. Two
compass readings taken at the walls indicated values of roughly 57 and 60
degrees. Currently magnetic variation is 2 degrees west of north. Observations
of the afternoon sun when approximately in line with the axis indicated a
bearing of 236 degrees.
So, the angle of Old Wardour castle is shown on plans in this discussion as 57.5
degrees purely as a guide.

Summer Solstice
Stonehenge is aligned to
the Summer Solstice on
June 21st, the longest day in
the northern hemisphere at
approximately 50 degrees.
This is when the sun is
furthest north.
Could this mean that Old
Wardour Castle is also
aligned to the summer
solstice?
Here is a more detailed
plan of the castle showing
it's alignment, shape and
relationship to the curtain
wall.
But why is there a slight
difference in angle of the
axis?
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Directly in front of the
castle is a hill. Thus, there
is likely to be a delay of
some twenty or thirty
minutes before the sun
appears over the top of the
hill and it striking the face
of the castle. Could this be
the reason that the castle
is angled slightly to the
south in comparison with
Stonehenge?

The Third
Connection –
Size The
third and final
connection
between
Stonehenge and
Old Wardour
Castle is a
measurement.

The hexagon
compared
with the
Sarsen Circle
The
outer diameter of
the Sarsen Circle
at Stonehenge is
much the same as
the diameter of
the circle that fits
within the larger
hexagon of the
keep at Old
Wardour Castle. The diagram shows the position of the Sarsen Stones when
superimposed upon the plan of the castle.
The diagram also shows the relative position of the Aubrey Ring of pits and the
relative position of the Heel Stone. The Heel Stone location corresponds to the
steps and bank that can be found at the castle, but the date of construction of
these features is unknown so cannot be taken into account.
Returning briefly to the geometrical design of the castle, the diagram shows
the relationship between the sizes of the hexagons. The inner courtyard at 60
feet, the keep at 120 feet and the curtain wall at 480 feet, a ratio of 1:2:8.
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Summary
The Connections:1. On the line of hill forts.
Although Old Wardour Castle was built on a line of hill forts, I have to wonder if
the castle's builder necessarily knew about the line. As the castle is about fifteen
miles from Stonehenge, I think it more likely that there was either a hill-fort or
stone circle at the top of the hill. There is a path that leads from the castle
(through a strange small tunnel) to the top of the hill. The area at the top of the
hill is now part of a farm and any traces of an ancient construction may have
been ploughed over. I've looked at aerial photographs of the hill but cannot see
any crop marks.
2. Alignment
Although Old Wardour is aligned slightly differently to Stonehenge it is still
pointing to the north-east where the sun rises at the time of the summer solstice.
3. Size
In view of the above, it appears that the architect may have surveyed
Stonehenge and used the measurements to plan Old Wardour Castle.
Finally
I cannot say for sure if the construction of Old Wardour Castle is based upon
Stonehenge, but the connections are striking. I have published this information in
the hope that someone out there can prove the validity of the connections one
way or the other.
Mark Needham (June 2015)
Acknowledgements
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Appendix
Another minor connection
A number of stones from a small stone circle
were moved from farmland in nearby Tisbury
and placed in the grounds of the castle. A few
of these stones can be found behind the
current ticket office.
The two largest stones appear to be weathered
and pitted limestone, and are similar in shape to
the pairs of stones (male and female) of the West
Kennett Avenue at Avebury.
Why did someone think it was important to
move stones from a stone circle to the castle?
Did someone in the past know about the
connection between the castle and stone
circles?
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The Well
Was the location of the castle determined by the position of an existing well or
spring? A reliable source of water would have been an important consideration
when determining the site of a castle whose main purpose was residential rather
than defensive.

Measurements
The dimensions of the castle suggest that certain measurements and
combinations may have been important, or significant. It is felt that the heart of
the design may have been a hexagonal foundation within a circle of 120 feet,
reducing to 118 feet for the castle proper. The tower extension is approximately
80 feet wide and built into the hexagon, thereby shortening two of the sides to
approximately 36' 8" (11.2m). If this is taken to be the hypotenuse of a 30 degree
triangle, the side opposite would be 31' 9" (9.7m) which just happens to be the
length of the tower extension. It may be a complete coincidence that the walls of
the inner courtyard appear to be 60 feet - 36' 8" = 23' 4" (7.1m), producing a
ratio of 11:7 (that is, semicircle to diameter).
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Note: The present foot measure was first standardised in
England in 1305 (Edward I).
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Convention of
Alternative

Archaeology & Earth Mysteries
Sunday October 2

nd

2016

10.00am – 6.00pm. Bouve rie Hall, Pe wse y, Wiltshire
Powerpoint presentations by international speakers:
Steve Marshall
'Voices of the Ancestors - Sounds of Prehistoric Avebury'
Peter Knight
‘ Dartmoor Mindscapes – Re-Visioning a Sacred Landscape’ (World
Book Launch! )
Penny Bill ington
‘ Living Landscapes - Our Response to the Magical World’
John Mart ineau
‘ Megalithomania – Revisited. A History of Megalithic Research’
Chris Trwoga
‘ Shamanism and the Landscapes of the Soul the Hidden Messages of Neolithic Tomb Art’
Plus FREE lunchtime dowsing workshop with the Wyvern Dowsers.
Still great value at only £23 (Early-bird price £21 before May 1)
Tickets sell fast – last year was our busiest ever, with over 150 people
attending!
(Please enquire for concessions.)
Also great book stalls/market, and book-signings by speakers.
Good value soup, snacks & refreshments available. Spacious ground
floor, wheelchair-friendly venue. Large free car park.
Why not come early/stay-over & visit nearby Avebury & Stonehenge?
Stallholders please enquire – & we may also need volunteers!
Cheques (payable to P Knight) to:
P Knight, 6 Baydon Grove, Calne, Wiltshire SN11 9AT.
Ticket hotline: 0775 408 2691 stoneseeker@waitrose.com
www.stoneseeker.net
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